
• Segment image by chromaticity

• Within one such segment, draw local patches

• Project the pixels of a patch in Inverse Intensity-

Chromaticity Space [12] and obtain an illuminant 

estimate. 

• The segment illuminant color is a consensus of 

the per-patch estimates
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Introduction

The detection of image manipulations is 

becoming a growing concern of journalism 

and law enforcement agencies
Copy-Move Forgery Detection (CMFD)
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Detection Hooks

Manipulations leave traces in different 

steps of the image formation process
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Ground truth
Manipulated image

• Content is copied within the same image

• General approach (e.g. [1, 2, 3, 4]):
• Extract local features

• Match features

• Copied area = sufficiently many matches align in an affine 

transform

• 20+ CMFD variants have been proposed

• Benchmark: Image Manipulation Dataset [5], most 

versatile and challenging available database

Ground truth 

computation

Splicing Detection: Resampling

• Spliced image parts are often scaled or rotated

• Rotation/scaling is typically done by interpolation

• Estimate interpolation parameters from the image

• General approach [6]:
• Interpolation is approximated by a linear system of equations

• Interpolation weights are estimated using EM

• Output: per-pixel interpolation probability (called p-map)

P-mapSpliced imageOriginal

• Verification of image sensing

artifacts
• Sensor noise fingerprinting

• Lateral chromatic aberration

• Bayer pattern identification

• Detection of traces of particular

tampering operations
• JPEG compression inconsistencies

• Copy-move artifacts

• Resampling artifacts

• Verification of scene

consistency
• Illumination direction

• Illumination color

Common Approaches

• Light color and scene geometry must match [11]

• Estimate illuminant color locally

• Visualize transition between dominant illuminants in 

illuminant map and distance map

• Illuminant color estimation is ill-posed:

Physics-based model allows outlier detection

Illuminant Map Distance Map

Illuminant color estimation algorithm

• Many early image forensics methods are inspired 

by related fields, e.g. steganography

• Especially for the verification of image sensing 

artifacts, thrilling results have been presented

• However, there is not a “one fits all” method to 

detect image forgeries

• Computer Vision methods play a key role in 

consistency checks on the image formation 

process and scene analysis

• Here, the most ambitious goal is to decompose the 

shown 3D-world in physically connected, 

interacting objects

• Assume double compression with 

compression matrices     and

• Histogram     of a DCT coefficient   over 

many JPEG-blocks is then

• Double integer division leads to 

undulating values in H [7]

Exploitation of JPEG-Artifacts

H for single 

compression

H for double 

compression

• Image splicing disturbs the pattern of chromatic 

aberration

• Misregistration between the color channels can be 

estimated with a linear or polynomial model [8,9]

• Perform this estimation locally and globally

• An image is assumed to be tampered if local and 

global estimates contradict each other

• Illumination direction on spliced objects is very 

likely to differ

• Intensity distribution on object boundary allows to 

obtain the lighting direction in spherical coordinates

• The estimation can be done by solving a linear 

system of equations [10]

Original image Spliced image Detection result

Example: peach and hand Extract patches Vote for illuminant color

Spliced image Illumination direction estimates


